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Chapter 16
Despite the waning light and cold evening drafts from above, the sun-

warmed cliff-face kept things pleasant as the magical platform rose in the thin 
air.  The man's silver hair whipped across his face from the cross-wind. He 
tucked the long locks into the hood of his blue mantle. There was an echo of a 
faint pain in his head, of which he could not remember its origin. He touched the 
side of his neck as if a bee had just stung him, but there was no pain or swelling. 
Was the forest's curse already affecting him? He looked at his fellow Enari upon 
the translucent shimmering disc, and they seemed restless from the five-hour 
assent. The terrifying novelty of the ever-increasing drop into the Dry Sea below 
lost its appeal hours ago. Their death was above.

“How long does this spell last, Valring?“ A female voice asked.

“A Spellsinger of her experience?” A more resonant voice answered, “I would 
say as long as she wished.“ 

“Then I hope she wished for longer than needed.“ Feanil turned her luminous 
eyes above as her fiery hair whipped in the chilling wind.

A horse nickered, followed by the blow and grunts of five other steeds. One 
stamped its hoof upon the iridescent surface, and the sound reverberated across 
the escarpment. He tightened his grip upon the bridle to keep the stallion steady. 
The deep thrum of the steed's lungs engulfs you while the smell of horses, steel, 
and the hot stone mix into an earthy redolence. He wished it could last and 
promised to remember the moment forever.

“The ships are beyond my vision,“ A hooded Enari with a bow slung over his 
back and a spear in hand called back.

The two sailing vessels that navigated the treacherous waters of the Lower 
Nurdüill river were no longer visible in the nightly fog some twenty-five chains 
below. He looked for himself and remembered losing sight of them an hour past. 
Tirgon always saw further and more than others. 

The wind shifted and carried a threatening trace. The pain returned to him, 
and he felt as if he was being pulled elsewhere.

"We hath arrived." A jet-haired Enari leaped from the scintillating scale into 
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the murky tall that covered a small clearing with blades in hand. She moved low 
and swift through the grass toward the edge of an impenetrable forest thicket. 
She slipped out of sight, only to reappear on the opposite side of the clearing. 
Aranar sheathed her two short swords and signaled it was safe to disembark. But 
you knew falling the unscalable height below would be safer than entering the 
Blackwood.

Tirgon spoke to the six lightly armored horses as they stamped in agitation in 
the crowded clearing. Not a one ate the dark grass. Valring stayed on the floating 
disc and spoke to the Spellsinger, who sat in the center of the prismatic circle. As 
boys, Valring waxed on about Spellsingers. The preoccupation struck you as an 
odd oversight to the very order he was a member. It was common for Enari to 
desire what they don't have and never fully appreciating what they do. Valring 
bowed and jumped into the clearing as the disc descended. 

“You two have diner plans when we get back?“ Dagorhin jibed as the young 
warrior checked the edge of his sword. 

Clearly, the comedy of Valring's obsession with Spellsingers was not lost on 
his brethren. They all understood the mission's risk, and not a one looked beyond 
its completion. He checked the strap of his shield to focus on the moment.

“Are we really doing this?“ Valring said as the ranger attended to the mane of 
his alabaster horse.

“It seems our way back has left, so yes.“ Aranar looked back at the cliff’s 
edge.

"Only two scouting parties returned." Feanil grabbed Valring's mantle as her 
hard eyes scoured his face, "But we know they never truly returned. It is known 
the Blackwood is cursed. Dozens were lost looking for a path through for us. Are 
you sure we will succeed?“

“There is no other option.” Valring looked unfazed by Feanil’s action, 
“Besides, Tirgon has studied the maps and will lead the way.”

“And Valring’s precautions will protect us from the curse.“ Tirgon jibed.

The throbbing in his head made the words hard to focus upon. He cursed 
himself of the ill timing as he separated the two. 
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"Save thy wrath for our enemy, Feanil. They have withdrawn to the Plain of 
Horür to finish what they started, and we carry the only hope in stopping them. 
Let us be off now." He hardened his violet eyes, determined to complete the 
deadly mission.

Feanil mounts her russet horse, “I hope you are right. Because this is a terrible 
idea.“
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